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Description:

Miltec UV Gloss Control Technology uses our
HPI model arc UV lamps to enable
manufacturers to achieve a very wide gloss
range using a single UV coating. This
technology provides exceptional gloss control
for producers to meet the ever changing
tastes in the market for years to come. Low,
medium, and high gloss levels are attainable
with repeatable results, and single touch-
instant adjustments accommodate varying
products. Cost savings are dramatic with
reduced downtime for changeovers and
maintenance, less energy and parts
consumption, fewer coatings required, and
improved product quality and consistency.
Our innovative equipment is not only cost
e�ective, but also extremely easy to use and
maintain, energy e�cient, eco-friendly, and
performs to the highest demands in
production.

Bene�ts and Features:

 Achieve speci�c gloss levels across a wide
gloss range with a single coating
 Fewer number of HPI UV lamps needed,

lower energy and operating costs
 Reliable performance with consistent UV

output
 Repeatable results with easy ability to

make instant, easy changes to
accommodate gloss levels and varying
products

HPI Gloss Control

Miltec UV- The Power of Excellence.
QUALITY, RELIABILITY, PERFORMANCE.
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 Easy UV system to maintain with advanced
operator interface/controls
 Variable UV output from 40%-100% in 1%

increments
 Increased cure speed compared to UV

systems currently used in production
 Easy retro�t to replace old equipment
Made In USA

Applications Include:

 Hardwood Flooring
 Resilient Flooring
 Cabinetry
 Panel/Sheet
 Door
 Framework
 Furniture
Molding/Pro�le
 Trim
Window
 Guitar

Speci�cations:

Available
Arc
lengths:

 6 inches to 110 inches
(15 cm to 254 cm)
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